I was met by an open and interested attitude, and struck by the most beautiful eyes and expression. She has dark eyes with a full expression. Her proud expression also comes through her proud, free and natural carriage that is both easy and very typical for a Basenji. She has a very extraordinary temperament, very stable, open & easy-going. But still with integrity. She has excellent body proportions, and excellent legs & feet, with balanced angulations both in front & behind. She is tall, but with excellent proportions & elegance. Feminine head & expression & balanced proportions between skull and foreface. Strong jaws, perfect & healthy teeth & correct scissor bite. Excellent coat & skin with a rich red colour. I am impressed by her amount of bone in proportion to her size. Her tail is well-carried, if not curled the ideal way. All in all she presents a beautiful total “package” for a Basenji, and considering her background she also carries a fascinating possibility for herself and her breed. She has a very convincing general impression, as well as desired details befitting a valuable Basenji.

Rating 4 Very Good


Rating 4 Very Good

Bitch of definite Basenji type but on the larger side and with a most charming temperament. Head is good with nice expression and very good pigmentation. Dark eyes. Ears a bit too large and too low set. Eyes could be more almond shaped. Level teeth with a scissors bite and full dentition. Some wrinkles. Good neck and well laid back shoulders. Straight front, good fore chest. Could have more depth of brisket. Very good tuck up. A bit long in loin. Tail could be higher set and have a much better curl, but is carried well down on her hip. Very long second thighs and low hocks. Very good pasterns, feet and pads. Sufficient hind-angulation and a good shelf. Very good movement. Skin very pliant. Coat could be shorter but is of good colour and with excellent markings.

Rating 4 Very Good
Evaluator: AKC Approved Basenji Judge

Dogs name: Avongara Angali

Evaluator's comments:
I was met and greeted by an open and interested attitude and struck by the most beautiful eyes and expression. She has dark eyes with a full expression. Her proud expression also comes through her proud, direct and natural carriage that is both easy and very typical for a Basenji. She had a very extraordinary temperament, very stable, open and easy-going. But still with independence. She has excellent body proportions and excellent legs, feet, with balanced angulation both in front and behind. She is well built with excellent proportions, and elegance. Feminine head and expression of balanced proportions between skull and face. Strong jaws perfect & healthy teeth, correct scissor bite. Excellent coat & skin, with a rich red color.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

- Excellent (5)
- Very Good (4)
- Good (3)
- Fair (2)
- Poor (1)
- Unacceptable (0)

Name: HAG NUS HAG STT COI

Date: Dec 18th, 2008

Signature: [Signatures]

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 15, 2008.
I am impressed by her amount of bone in proportion to her size. Her tail is well-carried, if not curled in the ideal way.

All in all, she presents a beautiful total package for a Basenji, and considering her background, she also carries a fascinating possibility for herself and her breed. She has a very convincing general impression, as well as desired details depicting a valuable Basenji.
Evaluator: AKC Approved Basenji-Breeder Judge

Dogs name: AVONGARA GAI

Evaluator's comments:

9 YEAR OLD FEMALE OF VERY GOOD TYPE. ON THE BIGGER SIZE, BUT SOUND AND IN BALANCE. SLIGHTLY LONG IN LOIN, EXCELLENT TALL LEGS, BONE, FEET AND PASTERNS. VERY GOOD HEAD, GOOD STOP, SLIGHTLY WIDE SET EARS. ENOUGH WRINKLES, BEAUTIFUL EYES AND EXCELLENT PIGMENTATION. SCISSORS BITE, FULL DENTATION. VERY GOOD NECK AND TOPLINE. RIBCAGE STILL IN THE MIDDLE OF DEVELOPMENT. VERY GOOD ANGULATION AT BOTH ENDS. JUST A SLIGHTLY SLOPING GROUND. GOOD TAILSET, LOOSE TAIL CURL. TAIL CARRIED WELL ON HIP. SOUND MOVER, STRAIGHT COMING AND GOING. EXCELLENT COAT AND COLOUR. EXCELLENT MARKINGS. LOVELY HAPPY TEMPERAMENT, VERY OUTGOING.

Refer to “Guide for Native Stock Evaluators” for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: LEILA KARKAS Date: 25.10.2008

Signature: [Signature]

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 15, 2008.
Evaluator: Long-Time Basenji Breeder

Evaluator’s comments:
Slight of definite Basenji type but on the large side and
with almost charming temperament. Very
tall head is good, with nice expression and good pigmentation.
Lack eyes, ears a bit too large and too long set.
Eyes could be more almond shaped, level teeth with
V6 scissors bite. Full dentition, some unties.
Good neck and well laid back shoulders. Straight
front, good fore-chest. Could have more depth of
chestier. Very good tuck up, a bit long in loin.
Tail could be higher set and could be much
better curled. But is carried well down, on her
hip. Very long second thighs and low hocks.
Very good pasterns, heels and cuds. Sufficient
hind suspension and a good shelf.
Very good movement.
Still very pliant. Coat could be shorter
but is of good colour and with excellent
markings.

Refer to “Guide for Native Stock Evaluators” for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5)   Very Good (4)   Good (3)   Fair (2)   Poor (1)   Unacceptable (0)

Name: Elizabeth Selinus  Date 12/27/2008
Signature: Elizabeth Selinus

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760.
Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 15, 2008.